NEW CROSS-COUNTRY COURSE AT BROOKLINE

Cornell Is Favorite While the Second Place Is Very Undecided.

The Intercollegiate Cross-Country race will be held this year over the new Brookline Country Club course on November 25, the morning of the Harvard-Yale football game. A good little-mile course has been laid out which is said to be much harder than the Princeton course, but is rather level. It has several advantages from the spectators' standpoint, as the first quarter and the last half is in view of the grand stand.

All the leading teams have now arrived, their head except Harvard and Michigan. Up to date Harvard has beaten Tech, Yale and Princeton; Tech has beaten Brown; Cornell has won from Penn, Princeton, Columbia, and Vermont has outgunned Tufts and Brown.

Cornell is the favorite for first place, but Harvard is sure to close behind, with Tech, Michigan, Dartmouth and Penn to be reckoned with.

The Tech team has made a lot of improvement since the Harvard race and showed up well in the Brown meet. Their system of bunching the team is sure to give good results, and although stars from other colleges will take the first few places, the Tech team, by finishing in consecutive order, should get a low score.

COSMOPOLITANS TO HOLD CHINESE NIGHT

Mr. Tao to Talk on Revolution
—Chinese Music, Magic and Refreshments

The members of the Cosmopolitan Club and their invited friends will be the guests of its Chinese members, who will entertain in Oriental fashion tonight in the Union at 8 P.M. The program has been very carefully arranged, and it goes without saying that the entertainment will be the most interesting and amusing possible, as well as instructive.

The fact that our Chinese classmates are entertaining is sufficient to bring out a large attendance, for any one who was present “Chinese Night” last year knows that an enjoyable evening was spent by all. Every number on the program is to be a feature. Mr. V. S. Tao will give a talk on the Chinese Revolution, which will be illustrated with lantern slides of Chinese views. Mr. Tao is a graduate of Yale, and won the oratorical three successive years. There is no doubt that his talk will be of the highest interest to all. In addition to this talk the club has arranged for some Chinese music, stereopticon views, magic and other features, peculiar to the Chinese. At the close of the entertainment Chinese refreshments will be served.

MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS

Sunday, November 19, 1911—Mr. William H. Kennedy will conduct a circuit through the galleries of the Department of Classical Art, beginning in the Architectural Hall, at 2:30 P.M.

Mr. Francis Kershaw will meet visitors at the Exhibition of Pottery and Porcelain in the Court Gallery, the Japanese Wing of the Department of Chinese and Japanese Art, at 3:30 P.M. Going to the hockey game?

The President won the class race at Pullman's in a pouring rain which was worse than our field day of last year. See the Battery if you want to be valiant. That does not apply to any money that you have bet on Harvard against Dartmouth or Yale.

Barakian's Ideal Cafe

159 Massachusetts Avenue

European Plan

Combination Breakfasts and Table d'hote Dinners

Home Cooking Quick Service
Special Discount to Tech Students

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 2, AT 8 P. M.

Mr. S. Tsao will give a talk on the Revolution—Chinese Music, Magic and Refreshments.

The members of the Cosmopolitan Club and their invited friends will be the guests of its Chinese members, who will entertain in Oriental fashion tonight in the Union at 8 P.M. The program has been very carefully arranged, and it goes without saying that the entertainment will be the most interesting and amusing possible, as well as instructive.

The fact that our Chinese classmates are entertaining is sufficient to bring out a large attendance, for any one who was present “Chinese Night” last year knows that an enjoyable evening was spent by all. Every number on the program is to be a feature. Mr. V. S. Tao will give a talk on the Chinese Revolution, which will be illustrated with lantern slides of Chinese views. Mr. Tao is a graduate of Yale, and won the oratorical three successive years. There is no doubt that his talk will be of the highest interest to all. In addition to this talk the club has arranged for some Chinese music, stereopticon views, magic and other features, peculiar to the Chinese. At the close of the entertainment Chinese refreshments will be served.

MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS

Sunday, November 19, 1911.—Mr. William H. Kennedy will conduct a circuit through the galleries of the Department of Classical Art, beginning in the Architectural Hall, at 2:30 P.M.

Mr. Francis Kershaw will meet visitors at the Exhibition of Pottery and Porcelain in the Court Gallery, the Japanese Wing of the Department of Chinese and Japanese Art, at 3:30 P.M.